DESIGN FEATURES

- Broached slip sleeve with large grease reservoir:
  - Reservoir keeps lubrication on shafting.
  - Easily accessible greasing zerk through drive shaft guard (no disassembly needed).
  - Greasing interval up to 250 hours.
- Induction hardened spline teeth and slip sleeve:
  - Reduces surface wear and galling.
  - Hardened surface holds up well to contamination from ag environment.
- Factory filled with high quality EP grease:
  - Provides coating of molybdenum during break-in.
- Multiple points of contact:
  - Distributes load.
  - Helps reduce wear.

Tight fit, tight manufacturing tolerances and state of the art manufacturing processes allow us to provide double telescoping drive shafts with minimal run out and greater performance. Increased operating speed allows equipment manufacturers greater design flexibility, producing equipment that can fold tighter and turn sharper without the need for limiters or the need to disconnect the drive shaft.

PERFORMANCE BENEFITS

- **Greater Operating Range than a Standard Telescoping Drive Shaft.**
- **Smooth 20-Tooth Spline Produces Low Thrust.**
- **Close Fit with MatinG Slip Sleeve.**
- **Heat Treated Telescoping Members for Increased Durability.**
- **Offered with the Most Common End Connections.**

Higher Value · Smarter Solutions
MANUFACTURING LOCATIONS

WEASLER ENGINEERING, INC.
P.O. Box 558
West Bend, Wisconsin, 53095 USA
Tel: +1 (262) 338 2161
Email: oemsales@weasler.com

WEASLER ENGINEERING TURKEY
Power Packer Turkey
Akhisar Organize Sanayii Bolgesi 5.
Cadde No: 33
Akhisar Manisa 45230
Turkey
Tel: +31 (0)24 64 89 100
Email: sales@weasler.nl

WEASLER ENGINEERING KFT
P.O. Box 262, H6001,
Kecskemet, Hungary
Tel: +31 (0)24 64 89 100
Email: sales@weasler.nl

WEASLER ENGINEERING BRASIL
Turotest Medidores Ltda.
Ave Luiz Merenda, 489 - Campanário,
Diadema - SP, 09931-390
Brasil
Tel: +55 (11) 40927204
Email: info.sa@weasler.com

For more information see our website: www.weasler.com

MANUFACTURING LOCATIONS

Double Telescoping Drive Shaft

THE LARGEST OPERATING RANGE IN THE MARKET AVAILABLE

This Weasler product is designed and developed for:

- Headers
- Butterfly Mowers
- Rakes

For more information see our website: www.weasler.com